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General Safety Information 
 

1. Read your manual thoroughly before operating. Don’t try to do 

more than you or your machine can handle. Understand the hazards 

of operating a machine tool. In particular, remember never to change 

speeds or setups until the machine is completely stopped and never 

operate it without first rolling up your sleeves. 

2. Wear proper clothing. Avoid loose-fitting clothes, gloves, neckties, 

or jewelry that could get caught in moving parts. If you have long 

hair, tie it up or otherwise keep it from getting into the machine. 

Always wear non-slip footwear. 

3. Protect yourself. Use ANSI approved safety glasses, goggles, or a 

face shield at all times. Use safety glasses designed for machinery 

operation; regular glasses will not do. 

4. Have extras available for visitors. Know when to wear a face 

mask or earplugs as well. 

5. Keep your work area clean and organized. Cluttered work areas 

and benches invite accidents. Have a place for everything and put 

everything in its place. 

6. Never operate your machine under the influence of drugs and 

alcohol. 

7. Keep track of tools. Remove adjusting keys and wrenches from the 

machine before operating. A chuck key or misplaced Allen wrench 

can be a safety hazard. 

8. Avoid accidental starts. Turn the switch to the OFF position before 

plugging in the machine. Turn the speed dial to zero before starting 

your machine. 

9. Ground your machine. The machine has a three-conductor cord 

and three-prong, grounding-type plug. Never connect the power 

supply without proper grounding 

10. Keep your mind on your work. By paying attention to what you are 

doing and avoiding distractions you will spend many safe, enjoyable 

hours in your workshop. 

11. Never leave your machine running unattended.  



Machine Safety Rules 
 

1. Stop the machine before servicing. Stop the machine before 

making changes, removing debris, or measuring your work. 

2. Don’t over reach. Don’t reach over the machine when it’s operating. 

Keep your hands out of the way. 

3. Turn the switch OFF. Turn the switch to off before plugging in the 

machine. Turn the speed dial to zero before starting your machine. 

4. Use proper tooling. Use only recommended accessories and 

understand how they should be used before trying them out. Don’t 

try to make a tool into something it isn’t or attempt to use a tool in 

inappropriate ways. Remember to always use the proper tooling for 

the material you are cutting.  

5. Secure your work. Before starting your machine, be certain that 

your work piece is properly and securely mounted. Flying metal is 

dangerous! 

6. Do not run the machine beyond its limits of travel. Before 

starting your project, ensure that your work area does not go beyond 

the limits of travel on your machine. Going beyond the limits of travel 

will cause serious damage to your machine. 

7. Run your machine at recommended spindle speeds and feed 

rates. Always cut at the recommended speed and feed rates for the 

type of metal that you are cutting for optimum performance. Do not 

begin your cut until the machine has reached the full and proper 

speed. 

8. Do not change the direction of the spindle rotation  Do not 

change rotation while your machine is running. Changing the 

rotation direction of the spindle  while your machine is running could 

cause serious damage to your machine. 

9. Do not stop the spindle by hand. Always use your on/off switch to 

stop the spindle from rotating.  

10. Do not clear chips by hand. Metal chips are very sharp and can 

easily cut your hand. Use a brush to clear chips. 

11. Protect bed ways. When removing or installing tooling from your 

lathe spindle, place a piece of wood or other material across the bed 

to protect the ways from being damaged if the tooling is dropped. 

12. Keep your machine maintained.  



Introduction 
 

Description 
 

The lathe is a machine tool used principally for shaping pieces 

of metal (and sometimes wood or other materials) by causing 

the workpiece to be held and rotated by the lathe while a tool bit 

is advanced into the work causing the cutting action.  

 

The basic lathe that was designed to cut cylindrical metal stock 

has been developed further to produce screw threads, tapered 

work, drilled holes, knurled surfaces, and crankshafts.  

 

Modern lathes offer a variety of rotating speeds and a means to 

manually and automatically move the cutting tool into the 

workpiece.  





Headstock 

The headstock is located on the operator's left end of the lathe 

bed. It contains the main spindle, the part of the lathe that 

rotates, an oil reservoir and the mechanism for obtaining various 

spindle speeds and for transmitting power to the feeding and 

threading mechanism.  

The headstock mechanism is driven by an electric motor 

connected to a belt pulley and gear system.  

The main spindle is mounted on bearings in the headstock and is 

hardened and specially ground to fit different lathe holding 

devices. The spindle has a hole through its entire length to 

accommodate long workpieces. The hole in the nose of the 

spindle has a standard #5 Morse taper (MT5).  

Centers, collets, drill chucks, tapered shank drills and reamers 

may be inserted into the spindle. Chucks, drive plates, and 

faceplates may be mounted onto the spindle nose. 

Spindle speed is controlled by the variable speed switch and 

Hi/Low belt position.  



Headstock Controls 



Carriage  

The carriage includes the apron, saddle, compound rest, cross 

slide, tool post, and the cutting tool. It sits across the lathe 

ways and in front of the lathe bed.  

 

The function of the carriage is to carry and move the cutting 

tool. It can be moved by hand or by power and can be 

clamped into position with a locking nut.  

 

The saddle carries the cross slide and the compound rest. The 

cross slide is mounted on dovetail ways on the top of the 

saddle and is moved back and forth at 90° to the axis of the 

lathe by the cross slide lead screw. The lead screw can be 

hand or power activated.  

 

A feed reversing lever, located on the headstock, can be used 

to cause the carriage and the cross slide to reverse the 

direction of travel when power activated.  

 

The compound rest is mounted on the cross slide and can be 

swiveled and clamped at any angle in a horizontal plane. The 

compound rest is used in cutting steep tapers, angles for lathe 

centers and threading.  

 

The cutting tool and tool holder are secured in the tool post 

which is mounted directly to the compound rest.  

 

The apron contains the gears and feed clutches which transmit 

motion from the feed rod or lead screw to the carriage and 

cross slide.  



Carriage Controls 



Tailstock 

The tailstock is located on the opposite end of the lathe from the 

headstock.  

It supports one end of the work when machining between 

centers, supports long pieces held in the chuck, and holds 

various forms of cutting tools, such as drills, reamers, and taps.  

The tailstock is mounted on the ways and is designed to be 

clamped at any point along the ways.  

It has a sliding spindle that is operated by a hand wheel and 

clamped in position by means of a spindle clamp.  

The tailstock may be adjusted laterally (toward or away from the 

operator) by adjusting screws. This is primarily used for cutting 

long shallow tapers. 



Tool Holding 

 

Drill Chuck 

The drill chuck is a small universal chuck which can be used in 

either the headstock spindle or the tailstock for holding straight-

shank drills, reamers, taps, or small diameter workpieces.  

The drill chuck has three or four hardened steel jaws which are 

moved together or apart by adjusting a tapered sleeve within 

which they are contained.  

The drill chuck is capable of centering tools and small-diameter 

workpieces to within 0.002 or 0.003 inch when firmly tightened. 

Quick Change Tool Post 

The quick-change tool system consists of a quick-change 

dovetail tool post with a complete set of matching dovetailed tool 

holders that can be quickly changed as different lathe 

operations become necessary.  

This system has a quick-release knob on the top of the tool post 

that allows tool changes in less than 5 seconds. 

It includes tool holders for turning tools, boring bars, cut-off tools 

and knurling wheels. 



Tooling 
Turning / Facing 

HSS (High Speed Steel) – tool blanks, which can be pre-

ground or  are ground by hand to the desired shape for the 

application. 

Cemented Carbide – Pre-ground carbide brazed to a steel 

shank. 

Indexable Inserts – Pre-formed ceramic, carbide or HSS. 

Attaches to a tool shank with clamp or screw fastener and has 

two or more cutting edges. Come in a wide variety of shapes, 

material and coatings. Must be selected for the specific 

material and use. 

 

Parting / Grooving 

Carbide Insert - attaches to a tool shank with clamp or screw 

fastener and has one or two cutting edges. Come in a variety 

of widths and shapes, materials and coatings.  

HSS Blade – Typically used with a clamp style blade holder. 

 

Boring / Drilling 

Come in a variety of shapes, lengths, sizes and materials. 

Includes twist drills, counter bores, counter sinks, reamers, 

solid boring bars and insert style boring bars. 



Tooling Examples 



Using Tooling 
 

Installing a Turning Tool 

 
Lathe cutting tools are held by tool holders.  

 

To install a tool, first clean the holder, install the tool, then tighten 

the screw clamps.  

 

The quick change tool post is secured to the compound with a 

bolt. Loosen and tighten this bolt to position the tool post. 

 

The tool holder is secured to the tool post using a quick release 

lever. The height of the tool is adjusted with a thumb screw and 

lock nut on the tool holder. 

 

The height of a turning, boring or parting tool should be at the 

center of axis or slightly above. 



Positioning the Turning Tool 
 

In order to move the cutting tool, the lathe saddle (Z-axis) and 

cross slide (X-axis) can be moved by hand. There are also 

power feeds for these axes.  
 

A third axis of motion is provided by the compound. The angle 

of the compound can be adjusted to allow tapers to be cut at 

any desired angle. First, loosen the bolts securing the 

compound to the saddle. Then rotate the compound to the 

desired angle referencing the dial graduations at the base of 

the compound. Retighten the bolts. Now the tool can be hand 

fed along the desired angle. No power feed is available for the 

compound. If a fine finish is required, use both hands to 

achieve a smoother feed rate.  
 

The cross slide (X-axis) and saddle (Z-axis) have a digital read 

out (DRO) to allow accurate positioning, but the compound 

doesn't. To position the compound accurately, use the 

micrometer dial or a dial indicator mounted to the cross slide.  



Feed, Speed, and Depth of Cut 

 
Cutting speed is defined as the speed at which the work moves 

with respect to the tool (usually measured in feet per minute). 
  

Feed rate is defined as the distance the tool travels during one 

revolution of the part.  
 

Cutting speed and feed determines the surface finish, power 

requirements, and material removal rate.  
 

The primary factor in choosing feed and speed is the material to 

be cut. However, one should also consider material of the tool, 

rigidity of the workpiece, size and condition of the lathe, and 

depth of cut.  
 

Softer materials such as plastics, aluminum and brass can be 

cut at higher speeds than harder materials such as steel. 
 

For most Aluminum alloys, on a roughing cut (.010 to .020 

inches depth of cut) run at 600 fpm. On a finishing cut (.002 to 

.010 depth of cut) run at 1000 fpm.  
 

To calculate the proper spindle speed, divide the desired cutting 

speed by the circumference of the work. Experiment with feed 

rates to achieve the desired finish.  
 

In considering depth of cut, it's important to remember that for 

each thousandth depth of cut, the work diameter is reduced 

by two thousandths.  
 

When in doubt always start at a slower speed and feed rate. 



Turning 

 
The lathe can be used to reduce the diameter of a part to a 

desired dimension.  
 

First, clamp the workpiece securely in the lathe chuck. The part 

should not extend more that three times its diameter.  
 

Then install a turning tool (whichever is appropriate for the 

material). 
 

If you're feeding the saddle toward the headstock, use a right-

hand turning tool. Move the tool off the part by backing the 

carriage up with the carriage hand wheel, then use the cross 

feed to set the desired depth of cut.  



Facing 

 
A lathe can be used to create a smooth, flat, face very 

accurately perpendicular to the axis of a cylindrical part.  
 

First,  clamp the workpiece securely in the lathe chuck. Then, 

install a facing tool. Bring the tool approximately into position, 

but slightly off of the part. Always turn the spindle by 

hand before turning it on. This ensures that no parts interfere 

with the rotation of the spindle.  
 

Move the tool outside the part and adjust the saddle to take the 

desired depth of cut. Then, feed the tool across the face with 

the cross slide. If a finer finish is required, take just a few 

thousandths on the final cut and use the power feed.  
 

Be careful clearing the ribbon-like chips; They are very sharp. 

Do not clear the chips while the spindle is turning. After facing, 

there is a very sharp edge on the part. Break the edge with a 

file.  



Parting and Grooving 

 
A parting tool is deeper and narrower than a turning tool. It is 

designed for making narrow grooves and for cutting off parts.  
 

When a parting tool is installed, ensure that it hangs over the 

tool holder enough that the holder will clear the workpiece (but 

no more than that). Ensure that the parting tool is perpendicular 

to the axis of rotation and that the tip is the same height as the 

center of the part. A good way to do this is to hold the tool 

against the face of the part. 
 

Set the height of the tool, use a tool setting gauge or dead 

center mounted in the tailstock. 
 

When the cut is deep, the side of the part can rub against sides 

of the parting tool, so it's especially important to apply cutting 

fluid. Parting and grooving are generally done at lower speed 

and feed rates.  



Drilling 

 
A lathe can also be used to drill holes accurately concentric with 

the centerline of a cylindrical part.  

 

First, install a drill chuck into the tail stock. Make certain that the 

tang on the back of the drill chuck seats properly in the tail 

stock.  

 

Move the saddle forward to make room for the tailstock. Move 

the tailstock into position, and lock it in place (otherwise it will 

slide backward as you try to drill).  

 

Before starting the machine, turn the spindle by hand. You've 

just moved the saddle forward, so it could interfere with the 

rotation of the lathe chuck.  

 

Always use a centerdrill to start the hole. You should use cutting 

fluid with the centerdrill. It has shallow flutes (for added 

stiffness) and doesn't cut as easily as a drill bit. Always drill past 

the beginning of the taper to create a funnel to guide the bit in.   

 

Take at most one or two drill diameters of material before 

backing off, clearing the chips, and applying cutting fluid. If the 

drill bit squeaks, apply cutting fluid more often.  

 

The drill chuck can be removed from the tail stock by drawing 

back the drill chuck as far as it will easily go, then about a 

quarter turn more. A pin will press the chuck out of the ram. 



Boring 

 
Boring is an operation in which a hole is enlarged with a single 

point cutting tool.  

 

A boring bar is used to support the cutting tool as it extends into 

the hole.  

 

Because of the extension of the boring bar, the tool is supported 

less rigidly and is more likely to chatter. This can be corrected 

by using slower spindle speeds or by using a smaller radius on 

the nose of the tool.  



Work Holding Devices 
 

Many different devices, such as chucks, collets, faceplates, 

drive plates, mandrels, and lathe centers, are used to hold and 

drive the work while it is being machined on a lathe.  

 

The size and type of work to be machined and the particular 

operation that needs to be done will determine which work 

holding device is best for any particular job.  

 

Another consideration is how much accuracy is needed for a 

job, since some work holding devices are more accurate than 

others.  

 

Operational details for some of the more common work holding 

devices follow. 

 



Universal Scroll Chuck 
 

The universal scroll chuck usually has three jaws which move in 

unison as an adjusting pinion is rotated. The advantage of the 

universal scroll chuck is its ease of operation in centering work 

for concentric turning. This chuck is not as accurate as the 

independent chuck, but when in good condition it will center 

work within 0.002 to 0.003 inches of runout. 
 

The jaws are moved simultaneously within the chuck by a scroll 

or spiral-threaded plate. The jaws are threaded to the scroll and 

move an equal distance inward or outward as the scroll is 

rotated by the adjusting pinion. Since the jaws are individually 

aligned on the scroll, the jaws cannot usually be reversed. Two 

sets of jaws, one for internal work and one for external work are 

supplied with the chuck.  
 

The universal scroll chuck can be used to hold and 

automatically center round or hexagonal workpieces. Having 

only three jaws, the chuck cannot be used effectively to hold 

square, octagonal, or irregular shapes. 



Independent Chuck 
 

The independent chuck generally has four jaws which are 

adjusted individually on the chuck face by means of adjusting 

screws.  
 

The chuck face is scribed with concentric circles which are 

used for rough alignment of the jaws when chucking round 

workpieces. The final adjustment is made by turning the 

workpiece slowly by hand and using a dial indicator to 

determine it's concentricity. The jaws are then readjusted as 

necessary to align the workpiece within the desired tolerances. 
 

The jaws of the independent chuck may be used as illustrated 

or may be reversed so that the steps face in the opposite 

direction; thus workpieces can be gripped either externally or 

internally.  
 

The independent chuck can be used to hold square, round, 

octagonal, or irregularly shaped workpieces in either a 

concentric or eccentric position due to the independent 

operation of each jaw. 
 

Because of its versatility and capacity for fine adjustment, the 

independent chuck is commonly used for mounting odd-shaped 

workpieces which must be held with extreme accuracy. 



Collet Chuck 

The collet chuck is the most accurate means of holding small 

workpieces in the lathe. The collet chuck consists of a spring 

machine collet and a collet attachment which secures and 

regulates the collet on the headstock spindle of the lathe.  
 

The spring machine collet is a thin metal bushing with an 

accurately machined bore and a tapered exterior. The collet has 

three lengthwise slots to permit its sides being sprung slightly 

inward to grip the workpiece. To grip the workpiece accurately, 

the collet must be no more than 0.005 inch larger or smaller 

than the diameter of the piece to be chucked. For this reason, 

spring machine collets are available in increments of 1/64 inch.  

 

For general purposes, the spring machine collets are limited in 

capacity to 1 1/8 inch in diameter. 



Faceplate 

A lathe faceplate, is a flat, round plate that threads to the 

headstock spindle of the lathe. The faceplate is used for 

irregularly shaped workpieces that cannot be successfully held 

by chucks or mounted between centers.  

The workpiece is either attached to the faceplate using angle 

plates or brackets or bolted directly to the plate. Radial T-slots in 

the faceplate surface facilitate mounting workpieces.  

The faceplate is valuable for mounting workpieces in which an 

eccentric hole or projection is to be machined. The number of 

applications of the faceplates depends upon the ingenuity of the 

machinist.  

A small faceplate known as a driving faceplate is used to drive 

the lathe dog for workpieces mounted between centers. The 

driving faceplate usually has fewer T-slots than the larger 

faceplates.  

When the workpiece is supported between centers, a lathe dog 

is fastened to the workpiece and engaged in a slot of the driving 

faceplate. 



Lathe Centers 

Lathe centers, are the most common devices for supporting 

workpieces in the lathe.  

Most lathe centers have a tapered point with a 60° included 

angle to fit workpiece holes with the same angle. The workpiece 

is supported between two centers, one in the headstock spindle 

and one in the tailstock spindle.  

Centers for lathe work have standard tapered shanks that fit 

directly into the tailstock and into the headstock spindle using a 

center sleeve to convert the larger bore of the spindle to the 

smaller tapered size of the lathe center.  

The centers are referred to as live centers or dead centers. A 

live center revolves with the work and does not need to be 

lubricated and hardened. A dead center does not revolve with 

the work and must be hardened and heavily lubricated when 

holding work.  

Live and dead centers commonly come in matched sets, with 

the hardened dead center marked with a groove near the 

conical end point. 

 



Maintenance 
  

Keeping a Well Maintained Machine 

There is nothing more important that keeping a well maintained 

machine to help you enjoy a life time of use. 
 

Lubrication: 

Lubrication is probably the one thing that will keep your machine 

humming along for a lifetime. Consult the manufacturers manual 

for the recommended lubrication. 
 

Check the oil level at least once a month and change the oil 

once a year. 
 

The lathe is equipped with oil buttons to lubricate the moving 

parts of the machine.  Use the recommend oil for lubricating 

these points.  It is important to keep these points moving freely, 

so plan on adding oil once a week. 
   

If the machine has been sitting for a little while, make sure to 

check the oil level and add oil to all the oil buttons on the 

machine. 
 

Grease Points 

You should also coat the gear train gears with a light layer of 

Multi-Purpose Moly Grease 
 

Corrosion Protection 

Here in California we are fortunate to not experience high 

humidity which can cause corrosion on the bare metal surfaces 

of the machine. However is it good practice to keep these 

surfaces protected at all times with a light coat of oil.  

 

. 

 

 



Belt Maintenance 
 

Belts wear over time. Check the belt every few months or 

so.  Look for signs of wear such as cracks or cords 

shredding.  If the belt gets hard and develops a shiny surface, 

it will begin to slip and should be replaced. 

 

Belts should be properly tensioned for best results.  Pressing 

the center of your belt with your thumb, you should have 

approximately a 1/4" deflection.  

 
  

Cleaning the machine 
 

All of the oily matter, chips, etc, on the machine should be 

removed completely and put a thin lubricating oil on the sliding 

surface of machine to prevent the corrosion. 

 

Use vacuums, chip brushes and cloth rags to remove chips 

and debris. 
 

Tailstock, carriage and tool holder should be placed to proper 

position. 
 

All tools should be kept clean and put away at the end of each 

session. 

 

Keep the floor and surrounding area clean and clear of 

obstructions. 

 

Caution during operation! 
 

Noise and vibration: 
 

If you find the noise and vibration of the machine are abnormal 

or irregular. Stop the machine immediately tell a mentor. 

 



Daily Maintenance 
 

Check before starting the machine: 
 

• Check all the running parts no too tight, or loose. Bearing of 

headstock, longitudinal and crossfeed, toolholders, etc. would 

be examined and adjusted by hand or proper fitness. 
 

• Check the sensitivity and reliability of all manual control 

levers: To try the speed change rate function of headstock 

feeds and apron in gear box and inspect their starting, 

stopping, forwards and reverse action whether they are 

sensitive, reliable or not. 
 

• Cleaning the machine: dust, chips and other particles should 

be removed from sliding surface of machine to make the 

rotating or sliding parts performing easy and smoothly. All 

other static parts can be often also cleaned to avoid corrosion. 
 

• Greasing and oiling: regular oiling should be done every day 

to keep the machine properly lubricated. Check the oil site 

gauge and add oil if the level is below the half-way point. 
 

• Check and adjust the lock position of the bed clamp lever on 

the tailstock.  Should be located slightly forward of top dead 

center. 
 

• Start lathe and observe operations to ensure that 

specifications are met. 
 

• Replace worn tools, and sharpen dull cutting tools and dies 

using bench grinders or cutter-grinding machines 



Monthly maintenance (during build season) 
 

• Check the lubrication of the sliding parts of the machine. 

Apply oil if needed. 
 

• Visually inspect the drive belts for excessive wear and 

cracking. Check the belt tension by applying finger pressure 

to each belt at a point midway between the two pulleys. For 

correct tension a deflection of about ¼ to 3/8 of an inch 

should be evident. 
 

• Lubricate all points as required. 
 

• Clean and coat the lead and feed screw with oil.  
 

• Check all guards are secure and function correctly (includes 

latches, locks, fasteners, and/or interlocks). 
 

• Remove, clean, and re-saturated the wipers pads with oil 

regularly. Wipers are designed to keep out small chips and 

dirt between the slides and the ways. 
 

• Check locking levers and adjusting handlers/levers for 

smooth operation. 

 

 



Lathe Use Test 
 

1. Use brushes, vacuums and cloth rags for machine clean 

up. 
 

 True  False 
 

2. Never attempt to measure a part on a lathe while the spindle 

is turning.  
 

 True  False 
 

3. It is not necessary to keep the floor around your machine 

clear of chips.  
 

 True  False 
 

4. Round stock can be held in a _______________ chuck 

when turning a part on a lathe. 

 A. 3-jaw universal 

 B. 4-jaw independent 

 C. Collet 

 D. all of the above 
 

5. When turning a part on a lathe the tool bit should be on or 

slightly below center.  
 

 True  False 
 

6. Brass and aluminum may be machined faster than steel. 
 

 True  False 
 

7. Never wear jewelry or loose clothing while operating 

machine. 
 

 True  False 



8. Lathe chips can be removed with your hands if you are very 

careful. 
 

 True  False 
 

9. Be thoroughly familiar with the placement of the machine’s 

“stop” switch or lever. 
 

 True  False 
 

10. A facing operation on a lathe is when the operator makes a 

squaring cut on the end of the part. 
 

 True  False 
 

11. It is permissible to leave the chuck key in the tail stock 

mounted drill chuck while drilling a hole. 
 

 True  False 
 

12. A turning operation on a lathe is when the operator takes a 

cut to reduce the diameter of the part. 
 

 True  False 
 

13. The tailstock on most all Lathes is used for ________ . 

 A. Drilling  E. centering parts 

 B. reaming  F. All of the above 

 C. tapping  G. None of the above 

 D. threading 
 

14. Never walk away from a lathe and leave the 3 or 4-jaw 

chuck key in the chuck. 
 

 True  False 

 



15. Always stop the machine before making measurements or 

cleaning out chips. 
 

 True  False 
 

Identify the major parts on the lathe below 

16. _________ Compound Slide 

17. _________ 3-Jaw Chuck 

18. _________ Cross Slide Hand Wheel 

19. _________ Lathe Bed 

20.__________ Carriage Hand Wheel 

21. _________ ON / OFF Switch 

22. _________ Variable Speed Switch 

23. _________ Tail Stock 

24 _________  Tool Post 

 


